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Book Descriptions:

4 speed manual transmission go kart

Sometimes a little hard to shift from forward to reverse with converter load, but works perfectly
with no loadWe are back to being a terror our neighborhood. Easy install.Works like a charm, really
eases into the power to keep from yanking at the riders arms. Delivers High top speed and max
torque out of the motor.It also didnt come with any instructions, but the install is pretty straight
forward and if you need some help theres plenty of YouTube videos to help you out. As for the
product itself, it seems very well built and delivers tons of low end power and also gave me a top
speed of 36mph. Im very happy with this purchase and would definitely buy again. Dont waste your
money on a centrifugal clutch just because its cheaper. This is what you want!!!All in all its a good
deal and a well built kit.Trans gasket. had the tranny apart, grinding from poor design is just noise.
Parts look fine.I bought this shifter to replace one that looks exactly like it. The new shifter had a
metal part where the shift cables hook up. The old one was plastic. This plastic part was broken in
the original. I consider this a major improvement. It also had a bigger spring to hold this part. I used
a drill bit to fix it. In addition, the holes where the cables hook up were smaller than the original. I
had to force the cable ends into the holes.It was extremely slow off of the line. My brother in law and
I have Karts with torque converter on them. I ordered this torque converter to install on my brother
kart. If you wish, take a second to fill out your profile info. We hate spam more than you do No
selling of your info or spamming you, ever. This notice can be dismissed by clicking the close icon at
the top right of the message. Welcome!Its a 2 speed. No reverse just 2 speed forward with a clutch
pedal an a shifter to the right of the seat. I was wanting to do this but idk how. I would like to have 4
or 5 speed. But i want manual transmission like have a clutch
pedal.http://nakajima-ya.com/user_data/image/command-financial-specialist-training-manual.xml

4 speed manual transmission go kart, 5 speed manual transmission go kart, 4 speed
manual transmission go kart, 4 speed manual transmission go kart cars, 4 speed
manual transmission go karts, 4 speed manual transmission go karts for sale, 4 speed
manual transmission go kart parts.

Any ideas how Reverse would be nice too.There is many ways to do itCould you explain the 2 easiest
waysSame style as a shifter kart.Same style as a shifter kart. But the exact delivery time might be
different for different orders or at different time. Updated daily.Updated daily.A wide variety of
manual transmission go karts for sale options are available to you. There are 9 suppliers who sells
manual transmission go karts for sale on Alibaba.com, mainly located in Asia. The top countries of
supplier is China, from which the percentage of manual transmission go karts for sale supply is
100% respectively. Learn more Dune Buggies Roll Cage Go Kart Atv Yamaha Ranch Pony Monster
Trucks Model BMS Ranch Pony 500cc UTV for Sale The Ranch Pony 500cc is loaded with extras
including a front Winch, optional rear Winch, indash Stereo System, Explore more features. Four
Stroke Engine Off Road Tires Chevrolet Trax Four Wheelers Jeep Compass Roll Cage Fuel Injection
Manual Transmission Joyner Renegade R4 Four Seater Sports Utility Vehicle 4Seater Manual
Transmission. A rugged fully independent suspension on the front and rear, with Heavy Duty shocks
and long travel suspension. Golf Cart Motor Gas Golf Carts Golf Cart Repair Trike Scooter Electric
Golf Cart Drift Trike Beach Buggy Power Wheels Atvs Joyner Renegade R4 Four Seater Sports Utility
Vehicle 4Seater Manual Transmission. Electric Go Kart Dan Brown Viper Dune Monster Trucks
Joyner USA Joyner Sand Viper 1100cc EFI 4Cylinder 68hp Ultra Buggy Joyner 1100CC EFI Sand
Viper Exclusive online dealer Fast Shipping Best Price. FEATURES 4 Cylinder, 4 Stroke EFI 4 Speed
Manual Kart Cross Off Road Buggy Sand Rail Go Car Motor Car Motor Vehicle Cool Motorcycles
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Wheels And Tires Manual Transmission TEAM JOYNER VIPER 800 BUGGY. Dual Seater, Upgraded
Suspension Wholesale Joyner, ATV, Buggy, BMS, Kinroad, Fast Free Delivery, Lowest Price
Guarantee, Parts Service Free Shipping.This sand car is great in all
terrains.http://sneps-cftc.org/imagesArticles/command-conquer-manual-pdf.xml

This model is a great value at an outstanding price. Learn more! Atv Quad Go Kart Automatic
Transmission Kara 4x4 Transportation Monster Trucks Model Karting VENTURE Commando 400
ATV Quad ATV SportUtility ATV is a high quality, value packed sportutility quad. Learn more! Atv
Quad Go Kart Automatic Transmission 4x4 Monster Trucks Electric Vehicles Sports Karting
VENTURE Commando 400 ATV Quad ATV SportUtility ATV is a high quality, value packed
sportutility quad. Learn more! Manual Transmission Automatic Transmission Taotao Atv Best Atv
Sport Atv 4 Wheelers Scooter Parts Forest Service In Case Of Emergency Jet Moto 250 Wrangler
Utility Sport ATV Designed primarily for the sportutilitymarket and it is perfect for construction,
farm, hunting, fishing and ranch markets. Explore more info! Pinterest Explore Log in Sign up
Privacy. Free Shipping on most orders except parts and some bikes Please browse through our
Online Catalog Taco is Back!! The same mini bike sold in the 60s. For other uses, see Kart
disambiguation. They are usually raced on scaleddown circuits, although some professional kart
races are also held on fullsize motorsport circuits. Karting is commonly perceived as the stepping
stone to the higher ranks of motorsports, with former Formula One champions such as Sebastian
Vettel, Nico Rosberg, Ayrton Senna, Lewis Hamilton, Michael Schumacher and Fernando Alonso
having begun their careers in karting.All Commission Internationale de Karting Federation
Internationale de lAutomobile or CIKFIA approved chassis are Straight and Open.Straight chassis
are used for sprint racing. Offset chassis are used for leftturnonly speedway racing. Typically, for
dry conditions a stiffer chassis is preferable, while in wet or other poor traction conditions, a more
flexible chassis may work better. Temperature of the track can also affect handling and may prompt
additional chassis adjustments.

Front disc brakes are used in most shifter kart classes and are increasingly popular in other classes;
however, certain classes do not allow them.Avanti, Tony Kart, Trulli, Birel, CRG, Gillard, Intrepid,
Kosmic, Zanardi or FA Kart and EKS are a few well known examples of the many European
manufacturers of racequality chassis. Emmick, Coyote, Bandit, Shadow, MGM, Titan, PRC and
Margay are American companies producing kart chassis.They are adequate for racing and fun kart
applications. There are also more powerful fourstroke engines available from manufacturers like
Yamaha, TKM, Swissauto or Aixro Wankel engine offering from 15 hp up to 48 hp. They run to and
around 11,000 rpm, and are manufactured specifically for karting. Those are used in some National
Championship classes like the twostrokes. WTP, Comer, IAME Parilla, Komet, Woltjer, TM, Vortex,
Titan, REFO, Modena Engines, TKM, PRD, Yamaha and Rotax are manufacturers of such
engines.This is achieved by designing the chassis so that the inside rear tire lifts up slightly when
the kart turns the corner. This allows the tire to lose some of its grip and slide or lift off the ground
completely.Both engine and axle sprockets are removable. Their ratio must be adapted to the track
configuration to obtain the most performance from the engine.The inconvenience of that
configuration led to the centrifugal clutch for the club level classes. Dry centrifugal clutches are now
used in many categories Rotax Max is one example and have become the norm as the top
international classes have switched to 125 cc clutched engines as of January 2007.Rims are made of
magnesium alloy, aluminum, or composite materials. Some car tire manufacturers, such as
Bridgestone, Dunlop, and Maxxis make tires for karts. There are also specific kart tire
manufacturers, which include MG, MOJO, Vega, Hoosier and Burris.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69748

Slick kart tires come in many different compounds, from very soft maximum grip to very hard
amusement and rental karts, less grip but long life span. They are grooved, made of soft compound,
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and are narrower than slicks. Not all racing classes allow rain tires. Cuts are slicks modified with a
lathe to optimize handling. Tire manufacturers such as Hoosier and Burris also make a slightly
larger grooved tire only used in dirt track racing. These systems allow the driver to monitor from a
display fixed on the steering wheel some parameters such as RPM, timing of laps including sectors,
number of laps, best lap, cooling system temperature, exhaust gas temperature and sometimes
speed or even gear for shifter karts. More sophisticated systems allow for more information such as
lateral and longitudinal acceleration gforce , throttle position, steering wheel position and brake
pressure.As a freetime activity, it can be performed by almost anybody, and as a motorsport in itself,
it is one of the sports regulated by FIA under the name of CIK , permitting licensed racing for
anyone from the age of 8 onward.Some associations, such as NatSKA National Schools Karting
Association, organize race meetings throughout the country under the authority of the MSA. Billed
as the UKs first national karting league, the Elite Karting League also falls outside of MSA
governance.There is a manual released every year detailing the various rules and regulations that
race meetings and drivers have to follow.Typical duration does not normally exceed 15 minutes.
Here, speed and successful passing is of the most importance. It normally occurs in the format of
three qualifying heats and a final race for trophy positions.In general, consistency, reliability, and pit
strategy is of greater importance than all out speed. Enduro events are held on fullsize road racing
circuits that are usually between 1.5 and 4 miles in length.

http://flordeyebenes.com/images/canon-mp620-printer-manual-pdf.pdf

In South Africa, the 24 Hours of Karting Festival race is held annually and lasts 24 hours with
multiple classes participating. The most popular class runs the Honda GX390 fourstroke engine,
which is both affordable and durable, keeping running costs to a minimum. The Prokart Super Single
Series, also known as Prokart SSS, has been running for more than 20 years and has proven to be a
very popular entry platform for drivers of all ages who want to get into karting. Many clubs
worldwide have taken on fourstroke endurance karting for this reason, since twostroke karting can
be very expensive.Finishing positions in the two heat races are used to calculate the starting
position in the feature race. Karts equipped with transponders are sent out onto the track in groups
of 5 or less to try to achieve the fastest lap time. Positions for the 20 laps feature event are
determined by qualifying time. Indoor track with some tight turns that could make for serious fun if
youre racing with a few pengyous. One of the fastest growing in the US is Lo206. The general
classes are 125cc Shifter, 100cc tag, 125cc tag and then the rotax equivalents of these karts.These
are regarded as the top level classes of karting and are also raced in national championships
worldwide. The World Championship is decided here. In May 2019 we held the international under
15s championship. The driver who finished first overall was Vlad Sputzki Russia followed by Daniel
Smith England and in third Maximilien Blank Australia. CIKFIA categoriesThere are three types of
Super One championshipsMost classes run a light and heavy category with some running super
heavy.In some countries, such as France, regulations require the drivers to pass a medical exam
each year.None of the above need to be made of fire retardant material. Superkart drivers are
required to wear leather overalls, similar to those used in motorcycling.

http://floreswindows.com/images/canon-mp630-manual-b200-error.pdf

Many NASCAR drivers also got their start in racing from karts, such as Darrell Waltrip, Danica
Patrick, Ricky Rudd, Juan Pablo Montoya, Tony Stewart, and Jeff Gordon. Retrieved 8 August 2011.
By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Relevant discussion may be
found on the talk page. Please help improve this article by introducing citations to additional
sources.They may also be found in use on other light vehicles such as motor tricycles and quadbikes,
gokarts offroad buggies, auto rickshaws, mowers and other utility vehicles, microcars, and even
some superlight racing cars.Most modern motorcycles except scooters change gears of which they
increasingly have five or six by foot lever.In some cases, including the Honda Gold Wing and BMW
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K1200LT, this is not really a reverse gear, but a feature of the starter motor which when reversed,
performs the same function. To avoid accidental operation, reverse is often engaged using an
entirely separate control switch e.g. a pulltoggle at the head of the fuel tank when the main gearshift
is in neutral.British and many other motorcycles after World War II used a lever on the right with
brake on the left, but today gearchanging is standardised on a footoperated lever to the left.Modern
scooters were often fitted with a throttlecontrolled continuously variable transmission, thus earning
the term twistandgo.This type of transmission system is known as a semiautomatic
transmission.Whether wet rotating in engine oil or dry, the plates are squeezed together by springs,
causing friction build up between the plates until they rotate as a single unit, driving the
transmission directly. A lever on the handlebar exploits mechanical advantage through a cable or
hydraulic arrangement to release the clutch springs, allowing the engine to freewheel with respect
to the transmission.

As the throttle is opened and engine speed rises, counterweights attached to movable inner friction
surfaces connected to the engine shaft within the clutch assembly are thrown gradually further
outwards, until they start to make contact with the inside of the outer housing connected to the
gearbox shaft and transmit an increasing amount of engine power. This allows relatively fast
fullthrottle takeoffs with the clutch adjusted so the engine will be turning near its maximumtorque
rpm without the engine slowing or bogging down, as well as more relaxed starts and lowspeed
maneuvers at lower throttle settings and rpms.In a typical CVT, the gear ratio will be chosen so the
engine can reach and maintain its maximumpower speed as soon as possible or at least, when at full
throttle, in a partially loaddependent system, but in a semiauto the rider is responsible for this
choice, and they can ride around all day in top gear or first if they so prefer. Also, when the engine is
turning fast enough to lock the clutch, it will stay fully engaged until the RPMs fall below that
critical point again, even if the throttle is fully released. Below the lockup point, partially or fully
releasing the throttle can lead to the RPM falling off rapidly, thanks to the feedback loop of lower
engine speed meaning less friction pressure. This togglelike mode of operation can lead to certain
characteristic centrifugalclutchautomatic behaviour, such as being able to freewheel rapidly
downhill from a standstill, with engine braking only being triggered by turning the throttle briefly
and not then cancellable without braking to quite a slow, geardependent pace, and lockup triggering
at a lower speed with full versus minimal throttle.In unit construction the engine and gearbox share
a single housing.From a sprocket on one side of the crankshaft, a chain or sprocket directly mounted
to the clutch will drive the clutch, which can often be found behind a large circular cover on one side
of the gearbox.

slowjamsundays.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c00a444a61-
--canon-mp-860-manual.pdf

The clutch is connected to the gearbox input shaft. For motorcycles with chain drive, the gearbox
output shaft is typically connected to the sprocket which drives the final drive chain. Since the gears
are always rotating and can only be accessed sequentially, synchromesh is not generally needed. To
save space, both shafts may contain a mixture of fixed and freespinning gears, with some gears built
into the sliding parts.By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. It I
sometimes referred to as stepthrough gearbox or semi auto. In fact the clutch lever is not even fitted
to the handle bar. It is completely not necessary for this type of engine. Yes in most cases you still
have your tradition 4 or 5 speed gears box but to change gears you simply pull gear up or down to
go through the gears. This is done for both upshifting and down shifting of gears. In the small bike
such as Mini Bikes Pit Bikes the process is mechanical. The gear lever connected to a shaft twist the
arm connected to a cam which in turn engages with the clutch enabling gear changes. This has been
the case for many years and is most commonly used by the Australia postie bike the Honda CT110.
Although this engine types are used also By Honda, Lifan, Loncin, YX and Zongshen to name but a
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few. We hope this provided some benefit to you. VS Crossfire Team Receive the latest news on our
Motorbikes, ATV and GoKarts. The clutch is an automatic transmission that is activated by the
increased rpm of the engine. The clutch should not engage when the kart is at idle. The engine
manufacturer sets the idle speed of an engine at the factory. When heat damage occurs, the clutch
will never disengage and the machine will start taking off by itself as soon as you start the engine.
You can see heat damage inside the clutch drum, the metal turns from black to a blue color. The
clutch must be replaced if it has heat damage and wont disengage. Heat damage is never covered by
warranty. 3.

Oil The Bushing Oil the bushing that is located in the sprocket at least every two 2 hours of driving
time. Youll have to oil the clutch even more often if you have small children, riding in a small area,
never going fast enough to engage the clutch all the way. The clutch continues to generate heat until
it engages. 4. How do I oil the clutch. Behind the snap ring, next to the sprocket teeth at the end of
the clutch. Theres an internal bronze bushing behind the snap ring that requires lubrication and its
up to you to put it there each time. With the engine off, squirt several drops of oil behind the snap
ring while the bushing is warm.You can also oil the clutch before you ride, oil the clutch and give the
oil a few mintues to penetrate down into the bushing, if you dont give the oil time to get down to the
bushing, the oil will just fling off which is the same as not oiling it at all because the oil never
reaches the bushing. Dont put oil inside the clutch. The holes on the drum are to let the hot air out
of the clutch.A good automotive oil like 10W30 or a straight 30 weight oil is perfect. Its a good idea
to oil the chain at the same time. If the chain gets kinky from lack of oil it should be replaced before
it damages the clutch sprocket. A new chain is cheaper than a new clutch. 6. Some of the driving
habits that can ruin a clutch are Driving too slowly. A clutch starts to engage around 2,000 rpm and
will lock up around 2,600 rpm. Driving at full throttle gives the clutch a chance to cool down. Full
throttle locks the shoes in the clutch against the drum. When the clutch is not locked up, the shoes
slip against the drum causing tremendous heat which dries up the lubrication in the oil impregnated
bushing. The tremendous amount of heat generated can also anneal the spring which is the heart of
the clutch. If the shoes turn purple from excessive heat more than likely the clutch is ruined and the
spring no longer has the ability to pull back the shoes at idle.

Short stop and go driving. The longer you drive at full throttle the better off it is for the clutch,
because it gives it a chance to cool off before the next engagement. Driving with the foot on the
brake. This is a problem with new drivers that are unsure of themselves. When riding a gokart for
the first time, try to find an open area that has no obstacles that you have to maneuver around until
you get use to the brake and gas pedals. The driver must first be able to build up his or her
confidence on the kart before putting obstacles in their path. A small back yard is not a good place
to learn to drive a gokart. In my opinion, a minimum of.Teach your child to drive with one foot on the
pedal—be it the brake or the gas but not to press on both pedals at the same time. You either want
to go or to stop but you cannot do them both at the same time. Changing the size of the tires. Big
tires look neat on a gokart but you create your own problem changing to a bigger tire when the
clutch isnt designed to handle them. Weight. A centrifugal clutch is designed to be able to move a
certain amount of weight. Once the weight limit is exceeded, then the life of the clutch will be
shortened. A good rule of thumb is the kart and driver and passenger when it is a two seat kart
should not exceed 400 pounds. The kart weighs around 150 pounds add to this the driver and
passenger weight, if it is a two seater kart. If you know ahead of time that you will exceed the 400
pounds then buy a torque converter gokart and avoid the problems of burning up the clutch asking it
to do more than it was designed for. Gear ratio. The sprocket on the engine and the one on the rear
axle should have a ratio close to 16. This means for every tooth on the clutch there are six teeth on
the rear sprocket. So if you count 10 teeth on the clutch there should be 60 teeth on the rear
sprocket. 12 teeth on the clutch means a 72 teeth rear sprocket.



A torque converter has a variable speed system between the driver and the driven pulleys so it can
improve upon this ratio, which gives the torque converter an advantage over a straight clutch
system. It improves the ratio by approximately 31 and can turn larger tires and drive at slower
speeds without doing any damage to the clutch system. A torque converter is a more expensive
system initially but it will last longer and is more trouble free when maintained. Restrictions. Dont
try and reduce a gokart speed by limiting the travel of the gas pedal or by putting a restrictor in the
carburetor to limit full rpm. Either of these methods will result in the clutch slipping, which is
selfdestructive. A clutch needs full rpm to lock up as quickly as possible to be able to start to cool
down. To slow down a gokart you would need to purchase a gear reduction unit, which is like
training wheels on a gokart until the driver gets use to how the gokart handles. A gear reduction
unit can reduce the speed of the gokart in half. 7. If your kart has a grease fitting in the crankshaft.
If your kart has a grease fitting in the crankshaft for lubrication then a shot of grease once a month
should be sufficient lubrication. The grease is coming from the inside of the sprocket outward, which
is a better way to lubricate the clutch. The keyway in the crankshaft acts as a reservoir for the
grease, which cuts down on the frequency needed for maintenance compared to oiling the snap ring
area. The chain still needs to be oiled frequently to keep it from kinking up. There are some
excellent chain sprays available that are waxy and will not let sand and dirt adhere to them. Dirt and
sand will wear the chain as well as the sprockets. 8. How a chain affects your clutch. Most chains for
go karts stretch over time. When the chain starts falling off the sprocket then it is time to move the
engine forward or backward to take up the slack in the stretched chain.

There are four bolts that hold the engine on the motor mount plate. Tighten the bolts back again but
make sure the two sprockets are perfectly aligned with each other. A tight chain can cause the kart
to move in neutral with no one in the drivers seat.A tight chain puts friction on the bushing or roller
bearing, which could cause it to engage when the engine is idling. 9. Educate the rider Teach your
child how to do the maintenance on the kart and accept responsibility for its upkeep. Every second
tank of gas in the kart is about the interval for oiling the chain and the bushing. 10. How long will
the clutch last. BMI Karts and Parts has all the go kart clutches to gear up with. We have a large
selection of go kart racing clutches, centrifugal clutches, go kart parts, and more. Lets face it its a
niche item and most people just buy a dirt bike or quad if theyre looking for some off road fun. The
TorqueAVerter TAV is one popular if slightly expensive solution, though with the demise of the
parent company they may be harder to come by. Replacing the engine with a motorcycle engine is
the next logical option but that can be very expensive and wastes the existing powerplant though Im
sure it could be put to other uses. First, I searched around for compatible transmissions out of
something else such as rideon mowers and cement mixers and even industrial washing machines but
all of those have their problems and are potentially expensive or hard to find. Next, I looked at
designs for geared, belt or chain driven transmissions and their parts costs. Belts are available in a
vast range of sizes and can be cheap if you choose common form factors. This is also the main
drawback of belts; in an offroad application dust, mud and constantly changing loads are going to
burn through belts quickly. Losing power over rough terrain due to belt slip is a killer.

Unfortunately, most vehicle transmissions are way too heavy for what we want to do here and
motorcycle gearboxes are integrated, meaning its a chore to rebuild them in some other form. Also,
the individual gears are usually built onto a shaft so stripping them out and re purposing isnt a
viable option.The main problem with chains is keeping them clean and at the right tension and
alignment. Costwize this type of system is a bit more expensive than belt and pulley but has the
massive benefit of zero slipping and far greater durability, availability is good too. The toughest part
is understanding the right gauge to use.I looked at a few designs for 2speed transmissions but the
one I chose to base my design on is the tried and trusted dog clutch system. The theory is very
simple; the input shaft is keyed to a sliding hub that can slide along the shaft and engage with the
left or right input sprockets via a toothed clutch. The output shaft has two sprockets keyed to it, one



is small for high gear the other larger for low gear. When the input shaft is driven via a chain from
the centrifugal clutch at the engine, it rotates the sliding hub, engage the hub with the left or right
ratio and you drive that ratio to the output shaft of the gearbox. The karts rear axle has the original
48tooth sprocket and is connected by chain to the gearboxs output shaft. The most difficult parts to
make were the clutch parts but only because they require some precision and are made of heavier
material than Im used to working with. Also, a lot of threads needed tapping and that takes time and
patience. Heres a set of plans refined from my jumble of notebook scratchings.

I marked out the clutch plates on 6mm thick steel plate and then cut In hindsight this was With the
plates shaped out I went to a local engineering firm to get the hub Two of them will attach to the
boss the other two will be welded to each of A total of 32 holes, 16 I chose to make the I wasnt sure
if the cheap tap set I had Input and output shafts I decided to put the studs on the I then prepare to
weld the plates to the sprockets, to make sure theyre square I shave Note; the two primary 12T
sprockets dont need keyways as theyre intended to spin freely on the primary Thats the main
fabrication of the clutch done. I tested the clutch on a dummy shaft in my lathe just to see how As a
side note I wouldve used 5 12T sprockets instead of the mix of 12T and 15T ones but the place I
bought them from only had limited stock available. The input sprocket on the gearbox is a 12tooth
driven by the 10tooth of the centrifugal clutch, while the gearbox output is a 15tooth driving the
48tooth on the axle. It affects my ratios a little but I can live with it and I like the idea of a small
sprocket driving a larger one at every stage.I also cut some keysteel for each fixed sprocket, I
probably couldve just put one big This is ok as its probably worth Theres rules about how far apart
the centres Cutting chain is a bit of a bast, chain wants to flop all over the shop The mockup It was
made from aluminium and with all the grit getting thrown around on the chain was eaten pretty
quickly. The idler sprocket in Video 2 right is made from some 3mm steel cut into a rough sprocket
shape welded to a short section of pipe. This allows two bearings to be inserted which improves
stability and wearing a lot. The bearings are a bit of a loose fit, but it works well and has stood up to
about 20 hours use without falling apart. Also, I put a large copper washer on the outer side to
reduce lateral movement. Because of this, I had Instead, heres a bunch of photos of it fitted to the
Kart.
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